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SECTION_A

1. One word answer: (6x0.S=i)
' 

is the function used to count the number of rows in a database

table.

b) Name the SQL join return all rows from multiple tables where the join condition

is met.

is an interface to an external storage that appears to be a table
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a)

c)
but doesnot actually store information.

e) is used to provide display-only access to a specified text data

field.

SECTION - B

Write short notes on any five of the following questions : (5x2=10)

2. Write the basic syntax and example for SELECT statement'

3. What is meant bY lndex in VB ?

4: Explain the function of COMBO Box with an example'

5. What is meant bY Bound Data Tools ?
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7. What is the function of Picture Box in animation techniques ?

8. What is the use of primary key in a table ?
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9. What is the difference between Syntax Error and Logical Errors ?

SECTION-C

Answer any three of the following cluestions :

10. Explain the different types of SQL functions.

11. Difference between lndex and Triggers in VB.

12. Explain Random Access File in VB,

13. What is meant by MDI ?

14. Difference between Picture box and lmage box in VB.

(3x3=9)

SECTION _ D

Answer any two of the following questions : (2x5=10)

15. Explain various Operatorsused in SQL.

16. Explain the basic controls of VB.

17. Explain the general sub procedures used in VB applications.

18. Define the data base access in VB.


